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Bogus employee canvasses SJSU
By Vibha Banal
Daily sue writer
A man claiming to be from SISU’s Property
Office walked into the office of the nutrition and
food science department last Wednesday and asked
to see any televisions and videocassette recorders,
according to the University Police Department.
The man, who called himself Andy Lopez, was
not from the office, said Cyndy Wilson, a clerk at
the Property Office.
The name he used is in question itself. "That
could be a made up name," said Wilson.
UPD reports that he was a Hispanic man, about
25 years old, 5-feet 6-inches tall with long black
hair. He was wearing a black jacket and gray pants.
"He came in very assertively," said Judith
Schallberger, instructional technician in nutrition and
food science.
"He wanted to know if we had any audio-visual

equipment that wasn’t bolted down," Schallberger
said.
The Property Office normally bolts down televisions and VCRs to carts for security purposes, she
said.
"He was very self-assured, with no hesitation. He
looked at me very directly, just like he was one of
the campus employees," she said.
But she suspected that he was no ordinary
employee, she said, because of his "initial
demeanor."
"I was concerned that he walked right through
the gate," said Schallberger.
While most people stop before the counter, he
walked through the small gate in the counter and
approached Schallberger.
When she asked if he had identification, he said,
"No, I don’t have it, but I’ll bring it next time"

"It was all very believable," she said.
But following her initial hunch, Schallberger
called the Property Office to verify the man’s identification, and they said they had sent no such person
over there.
Prior to visiting nutrition and food science, the
man had gone to other buildings, said Wilson.
Numerous people had called to report him to the
police, according to UPD.
Schallberger also called Ann McMahon, administrative secretary for the School of Applied Arts and
Sciences.
McMahon then left phone memos for the chairpersons of all 13 departments of the school, warning
everyone of the impostor.
"I was very business-like with him," said
Schallberger. "On some level, common courtesy has
to be dropped and you have to ask for credentials"
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Chilean activist shares
history of torture, loss
By Adele Gallucci
Daily staff writer

Veronica de Negri paced the floor
continuously as she recounted exactly
what prevents her from being "the
whole person I used to be."
The Wednesday afternoon lecture,
which she presented before an audience of about 45 people at SJSU, conlained elements of inhumanity, violence, torture and death. Her life was
never the same following a CIAassisted coup of Chilean President
Salvador Allende’s regime in 1973.
The subsequent 17 -year reign of
Augusto Pinochet is the catalyst for de
Negri’s interest in human rights viola-

lions in Chile.
The lecture was sponsored by
SJSU’s Latin American Studies
Association.
"It seems today that the solution to
everything is a weapon, a war, an invasion," she said.
In 1975, de Negri was placed in a
concentration camp in Chile where
she was tortured repeatedly. In 1977,
she was granted refuge in the United
States although she had never applied.
She thanked the anonymous person
responsible.
"I feel sheltered here," she said. "I
See SPEAKER, Page 4

AIDS Quilt spreads
memories across SJSU
By Atoosa Savarnejad
Daily staff writer

Those present at Wednesday’s opening
ceremony of the NAMES Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt watched in silence as portions of the quilt were unfolded in the
Student Union Ballroom.
The quilt display, which made its
first appearance at SJSU one year
ago, was partially sponsored by the
Student Health Advisory Committee
which hopes to increase awareness of
AIDS and to educate at the same
time.
The quilt aims to show the human
side of the AIDS epidemic behind all
the statistics. It tells the collective
story of those whose lives have been
affected by AIDS and the story of
their families and friends.
A panel bearing the names of 36
children from the Yoey Playground,
ranging in ages from 2 to 6, who had
died from AIDS was proof that it is a
diseasr that can and does strike anyone.
"In this country, we continue to deny suffering, we continue to deny AIDS," said
Chris Sandoval, public health manager of
Santa Clara County Health Department and
the President of the California Association
of AIDS Agencies.
This is not about political power, as some
people think, Sandoval said. It is about supporting people with love.
"We must constantly remember the people who have gotten the disease in 1982,
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Sex, today’s morals
to be discussed at
Christian forum
By John Perez

LEFT: Junior sociology major Mike Kemmerrer comforts graduate student Peter Davis as they read the

New trend grows toward
left-leaning campus groups
By Mike O’Reilly

Daily staff writer

Dtuly staff venter

Deviant sexual behavior, sex before marriage
and sexy commercials will be the topics of a lecture
tonight called "Sex, Lies & You," given by Joy
Merrill and sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ.
Merrill is a member of Campus Crusade at
California State University, Chico, and has been a
member of the organization fOr close to twenty
years.
"She mainly speaks to sororities and fraternities
about the pitfalls of deviant sex and the Christian
perspective of sex before marriage," said Ken
Lowe, an SJSU student representative for Campus
Crusade.
According to Lowe, "Commercials only show
how sex is free and easy and not the bad sides, such
as AIDS and unwanted pregnancy." These subjects
will be discussed, Lowe said.
"Skits and a master of ceremonies will also be
part of the lecture" he added.
Campus Crusade, has been at the SJSU campus
for about twenty years. The Crusade was founded
in 1951 on the UCLA campus.
It has over 30,000 full -and part-time members in
more than 150 countries worldwide, according to
I Anve
"The group’s main goal is to introduce students
10 Clod through Christ," Lowe said.
The lecture will be held tonight at 8 p.m. in
room 189 of the Engineering Building.

’Commercials only show
how sex is free and easy
and not the bad sides ....’
Student representative, Campus

Ken Lowe
Crusade for Christ

Kathleen Roe, an associate professor in
the health science department, said the
world is behind regarding AIDS since its
first case was diagnosed.
"There is no cure in sight and treatment
is only marginal," she said.
Roe emphasized that recognition
of the disease was the most crucial
step.
"Don’t forget our work really
must be at the broad social level,"
she told the attendees.
There were 128 panels on display
in the ballroom.
Among the panels was one "for
mothers who didn’t think they could
get AIDS."
Another one was called, "Light a
candle for those who died alone and
uncounted"
A majority of those whose panels
were included in the presentation,
mostly young men, had died while
still in their late twenties.
Some panels included personal items
"You will be moved," he said.
Brody related his account of his own such as hats, riding boots, favorite T-shirts
and stuffed toy bears.
feelings as he walked around the quilt.
All were made by friends and families of
"I saw my own name. Brody. Maybe a
distant relative. I realized how vulnerable those who had died.
One panel depicted a personal poem
we all are," he said.
from Bob to Joe, embroidered in large letSandoval related another story.
A man he knew, who was infected with ters with each word in a different color.
A table laden with merchandise bearing
the disease, went from 160 pounds to 45
the NAMES Project logo spoke of the sole
pounds at the time of his death.
"lie could not eat for the last six weeks
See QUILT, Page 4
of his life," Sandoval said.

’83, ’84, and (those who) will get the disease in 1992, ’93, ’94, ’95," said Sandoval.
Interim Dean of Student Services Gerald
Brody had promised all those who attended
Wednesday that they would feel some sort
of emotion.

College campuses during the 1960s were commonly stereotyped as hot beds for demonstrations
against authority. The idealism behind these
demonstrations seems to have gradually faded
away in the ensuing decades.
However the period of a detached student
body may be coming loan end, at least at SJSU.
Indications on this campus show the political pendulum may again be swinging toward the left,
according to the recent emergence of some campus groups.
The number of political organizations at SJSU
has nearly doubled within the past year. ’Ihere are
five new organizations now on campus, and each
may be considered to have liberal agendas. In
fact, seven of the eight political organizations
could be described as focusing on liberal issues.
Scott Wagers, who formed the Student
Homeless Alliance, said that SJSU has great
potential to become more liberal.
There are signs of increased political activism
according to Wagers.
"I sense it," he said. "I sec hits and pieces of it
around the campus" Students are aware of issues
facing them today, more so than in recent years,
he said. "They’re aware but they don’t know what
they can do."
Mike Roberts, founder of Campus Left, agrees
that students are confused as to what they can do
to become more involved. Roberts, a graduate student in history, said students at SJSU are becoming more active but are constrained by their environment.
"They don’t know what just one person can
do," Roberts said.
Roberts said that the shift on campus toward
the left is part of a national trend in reaction to 12
years of the Reagan and Bush administrations.
"It’s a response to the ’80s," Roberts said. "It’s

clear that the Reagan years didn’t work, and the
people want something else."
Campus Left was started by Roberts in 1991
primarily to allow students to get together to discuss various topics such as the environment, politics, socialism and literature.
Roberts said that Campus Left deals with theories, and the Student Homeless Alliance puts
some of these theories into practice.
Not everyone agrees that SJSU is becoming
more liberal.
Ed Rown, a senior political science major,
believes SJSU is becoming even more conservative. Rown, who founded College Republicans,
admits that there is more liberal activity on campus, and there is nothing to prevent that.
In fact, he welcomes it.
Having liberalism on campus is part of having
a free marketplace of ideas, he said.
"When there is a balanced forum, the conservative side will always win out," Rown said.
Ile said that the College Republicans has won
over members with each debate.
"The average student works about 20 hours a
week and is as conservative as you can get,"
Rown said. "They have 12 units, pay taxes and
want freer business operations with less government interference."
Michael Rauchwerger, a member of the
Student Affiliation For Environmental Respect,
SAYER., also said that SJSU is not becoming
more liberal.
"The campus as a whole, being a commuter
campus, has remained conservative and arsithetic," said Rauchwerger.
According to Rauchwerger, there were fewer
people active with S.A.F.E.R. this semester than
had been in previous years. S.A.F.E.R is having
difficulties attracting new members. Rauchwerger
See LIBERALS, Page 4

panels of the AIDS quilt. ABOVE: This quilt panel bears
the logo of the Morris County Gay Activist Alliance.

First A.S. newsletter
to come out in March
Info covers
A.S. services,
activities
By Marcia Lepler
Daily staff Writer

By the first week of March, all
SJSU students will find something
new in their mailboxes.
The Associated Students Board of
Directors will be mailing copies of its
first newsletter to provide students
with information about the role and
activities of A.S.
Don Cecil, A.S. director of communications, said first and foremost
he wants students to know they have
a student government.
"So many students who know
about us are confused about who we
are and what we do," said Cecil, who
is spearheading the newsletter effort
for A.S.
"Many don’t know they pay an
$18 A.S. fee when they register," he
added
The first and only issue of the
newsletter this semester will focus on
the upcoming A.S. elections March
25 and 26.
The newsletter will also address
questions students might have about
the responsibilities of their A.S. representatives and the resolutions and
rules they have adopted.
It will also contain ways in which
students can get involved in their student government.
Of those ways, according to A.S.

adviser Meredith Moran, is to participate in the A.S. Election Board,
which publicizes, organizes and conducts the A.S. election process.
"We have only three students now
and we need a total of 15," said
Moran. referring to the number of
committee members specified in the
A.S. charter.
Cecil said the newsletter will be
different from other news coverage of
A.S. in that it will be a "how to"
informational document.
He cited the example of special
allocations and how confusing the
process of application is to many
organizations.
"The newsletter will clearly spell
out the steps needed to get funding."
The A.S. debated for 20 minutes at
Wednesday’s meeting about where
the funds for the newsletter should
come from.
The A.S. board adopted a resolution that the money should come
from general funds, not public relations committee funds or the Spartan
shop grant.
Cecil said he and the other A.S.
board members feel the $5,500 price
tag to produce and mail the first issue
is well worth it to keep students
informed.
Based on studies he has seen,
Cecil said he is confident that the
readership will be large.
"A newsletter is the best format to
give information." he said.
"Also parents (of students) would
not throw it out."
The plan, according to Cecil, is to
publish the newsletter quarterly starting next semester.
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EDITORIAL
Moral values of scouts
instill homophobia
Spencer Nutting wants
to be a Boy Scout
leader. The problem is
he’s gay, and the Boy
Scouts of America seem to
think a homosexual can’t be
a good role model.
Nutting is applying for the position of
assistant scoutmaster of San Jose Troop
260, which in December became the first
troop in the country to resolve to allow
gay members.
The Boy Scouts of America has
threatened to expel Troop 260 from the
organization if they stand by their offer
of allowing gay leaders.
Apparently homosexuality clashes
with the "moral values" the Boy Scouts
are trying to promote.
But is homophobia a value we want to
teach our children?
Nutting is a former scout who has
expressed the pain of being labeled as
different when growing up. He has said
that one of his motivations to becoming a
scouUnaster is to do what he can so that
other kids don’t have to go through the
type of anguish he grew up with.
Although the Boy Scouts Of America
seem to think that homosexuality is some
sort of a disease Nutting will spread to
the children, he is in the position to help
children who have been labeled
"different?’ for whatever reason, to feel
better about themselves.
Nutting’s presence as a leader could
help children struggling with emerging
homosexuality feel comfortable with

their sexual orientation. And he could
help straight children accept
homosexuals as the normal people they
are.
Nutting has been a volunteer Big
Brother for nearly two years, and the
mother of his nine -year-old "little
brother" has praised him lavishly. If he
had any problems dealing with children,
they should have surfaced in the last
couple of years.
Nutting also runs his own business,
serves on two city advisory commissions
and once ran for city council.
It’s hard to imagine a candidate who
shows such a commitment to civic duty
would have a hard time landing a
position in an organization that
encourages children to become active
participants in community affairs.
This is not to say that Nutting is
perfect.
Some have voiced concern that his
application is more of a personal political
move than a gesture of concern for the
troop members.
While troop leader Dr. Michael Cahn
sees no problem with a gay leader, he
doesn’t want media attention interfering
with the troop and its members.
Yet Nutting held a press conference
on Friday to respond to the attention he’s
been receiving.
While that might not have been the
best move to impress a potential superior,
anyone who accomplishes a first is bound
to get media coverage.
Spencer Nutting may or may not be
the right candidate for Troop 260. But the
fact that he’s homosexual should have
nothing to do with the decision.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
Find options for fee hike
Editor,
It is amazing that with all of the hullabaloo over die 40 pavan fee increase, all
students seem capable of doing about it is
whine and complain. We are supposed to be
mature (or at least maturing) adults who
understand the complexities of the "real"
world.
Do a little research on the current fee
increase proposal, discover the details and
find some alternatives to it. Stop stamping
your feet and wasting your time bawling
"You can’t do this to us! We can’t afford
it!" Weak-kneed generalities our politicians
have long ago learned to ignore. Cite
specifics! Support your claims, showing
how some alternatives can work pmviding a
better solution to the budget crisis.
What good does a fee increase do to our
system considering that it will only keep us
"at par" with currently decreased services
;Ind that a portion of the funds will be
required to go into more financial aid to
keep students in the CSU system?
Possibly the CSU system should start
soliciting contributions from private parties,
individuals, special interest groups and
businesses similar to what the current
Ilniversity of California system, which
relies on the private sector for 70 percent of
the funds it uses, does now. This could promote a closer relationship with the various
colleges and their surrounding communities. In addition, it would ease the strain on
our government to provide such funds and
allow them to put the funds to better use, rebuilding our health care and social security
programs.
Finally, get involved and promote
involvement! The poor turnout which has
been evident at the various fee protests and
meetings to discuss alternatives to the fee
increase has been due to a general lack of
knowledge of their existence.
Fliers can be produced quickly and inexpensively at LEAST three days in advance
of such meetings and posted or distributed

across campus. In the past two months,
being all over campus Monday through
Friday, I have not once seen an announcement of such a meeting! The few notices in
the Spartan Daily often appear the day of
such an event, too late for students to make
the appropriate schedule arrangements to
attend and participate.
Write to the "powers that be" locally as
well as in Sacramento and beyond! Just
make sure that your criticisms of the proposed fee increase are constructive and
offer viable alternatives and solutions, not
just the snide whimpering of students that
the politicians have gotten used to ignoring!
Darren M. al a tt ingb
Junior
Human Resources

Education under attack
Editor,
Is education in California under attack
by commt government?
Fees are being increased another 40 percent for the next term at California State
University campuses and the campuses are
fazing budget cuts. Where does it all end?
In my opinion, these measures are not conducive to attaining a legitimate goal.
People who earn lower to middle-class
incomes are going to be priced out of
school. From the budget cuts, educational
institutions will have a limited curriculum
that won’t meet the student’s needs and the
institutions will only have the capacity to
accommodate a shrinking student population.
Why does the state government (this
time it is the CSU Board of Trustees) continue to limit education and put it far out of
reach from the lower-middle class? What
does the state government intend to accomplish?
An ignorant, non-educated society is no
threat to a corrupt government...
Brian Larzelere
Junior
English

NEWS Room 924-3280
FAX 924-3282
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AND ANOTHER
THING ...
Suicide no solution; reach out instead
Ted Comerfo_trd

you ever thought of just
Have
quitting? I’m not talking about
quitting a job or quitting school,
I’m talking about quitting life.
I have.
Sometimes life just hurts too much.
There are too many hoops to jump
through, too many people to please, too
many classes to add, too many pounds to
lose, too many bills to pay. I’ve had
several friends over the years who have
quit life: a boyfriend, a fraternity pledge
brother and a friend with AIDS.
It was a sad time. The news of their
quitting came in various ways: from
parents, from boyfriends or girlfriends, on
computer bulletin board systems, in
newspapers. But soon things were much
more peaceful. They were no longer at the
center of a whirlwind; they were finally at
peace.
In contrast the lives of those around
them were uprooted and their families and
friends began to question what role they
played or might have played in the
deceased’s decision to quit life.
The most often asked question that I
remember hearing at the funerals and
wakes was, in one form or another, "What
could I have done to prevent this?"
Unfortunately the question came much
too late to make any difference. The time
to ask that question is while the person is
around to answer it.

about life and all the garbage that we get
dealt. It has been quite therapeutic.
The second is thinking about the mess
that will be left behind: the lives that will
be turned inside out, the friends and
family who will never be the same, the
world problems that will be left
unchanged because a future world leader
quit. Thinking about the people who love
me and care about me, and what effect
that alone
quitting will have on them
has been enough to keep me around.
In a sense, this is a cry for help. God
knows that these have not been the
happiest of times. When I am alone, I
sometimes talk to God. If I ant very quiet
and listen carefully, I can hear what She
has to say to me. I am often comforted
and get the hug that I need right then and
go on with the business of living.
Much more than a cry for myself, this
is a cry for those in your lives, maybe
even for you. Cry out for help, and listen
for the cries of others. Reach out to your
friends and ask for their hugs and love.
Give freely of yourselves to your friends
and let them know that you are there for
them. Listen to them; be with them; love
them.
No one needs to quit Ever.

The first time that I thought of quitting
was when I was around eleven or twelve.
Life sucked at the time, and I didn’t want
to stick around to see what the rest of it
would turn out like. I could only imagine
that it would be more of the same, or
worse. Since then, I have seriously
considered quitting about once each year,
give or take five or six thoughts. The past
few months have been unusually trying.
Recently. I have surrounded myself
with people for whom the question of
quitting has little power over them. For
them, life is a challenge and each new
wave of destruction and degradation is
just one more reason to live. I tended to
agree with them, and fended off my
quitting thoughts for about two years. The
only time that the thoughts would come
up was when someone else in my life quit.
Parents are fairly clue-less about what
it is like to live today. When we bring
subjects like quitting up to them they say,
"Oh really. Get back to work/school/life."
Not until their precious child is gone, do
they realize how important a hug would
have been right then.
Two things have kept my quitting
thoughts from becoming quitting actions
over the years, and still do. The first is
talking about it. Talking to people who
have those thoughts or have had those
thoughts in the past themselves has
worked wonders. We bitch and moan

Ted Comerford is a Daily columnist. His
column appears every Thursday.

FORUM PAGE POLICIES
The Spartan Daily provides a daily forum page. Contributions to
the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who
are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be turned in to the
Letters to the Editor box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, located in
Dwight Bentel Hall 209, during regular business hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, the Spartan
Daily, Department of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 951920149.
Articles and letters must contain the author’s name, phone number, address and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5" Macintoshcompatible disk.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and will
be edited for grammar, libel and length.

Categories available to non-Daily staff writers are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300-500 word essays on current campus,
political or personal issues. Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words responding to a certain
issue or point of view.
Other articles appearing on this page are:
Reporter’s/Editor’s forum: Opinion pieces written by Spartan
Daily staff writers/editors which do not necessarily reflect the views
of the Spartan Daily, the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications of SJSU.
Reporters are prohibited from writing opinions on issues they
have covered for news stories.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces which appear in the upperleft corner of the forum page arc the majority opinion of an editorial
board comprised of Spartan Daily editors.
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CALMECA PROJECT: Meeting,
6p.m., S.U. Multicultural Rm., call
729-3860.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST: Night Life, 8p.rn., S.U.
Almaden Rm., call 293-5897.
CENTER FOR LITERARY
ARTS: Lucille Clifton Poetry
Reading, 8p.m., WS11 109, call 9244517.
CHI -ALPHA’S RADICAL
REALITY: Fellowship, prayer, and
praise. I p.m., Spartan Memorial
Chapel, call 248-3694.
COUNSELING SERVICES:
Learning Skills Workshop. 10:30a.m.noon, ADM 269, call 924-5919.

AIESEC: Orientation meeting,
5:30p.m., S.U. Costanoan Rm., call
924-3453.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS: Meeting with
Guest Speaker Dr. Chris McKay,
12:30p.m.-1:30p.m., ENG 276, call
268-2615.
ARTISTS IN MINORITY:
"Lover’s Night at the Apollo:* 8p.m.,
MUS 176, call 363-0608.
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES:
Spartaerobics class sign-ups, 8:30a.m.4:30p.m., A.S. Business Office, call
924-5950.

we’ve got an overall responsibility,"
said zoo veterinarian Dr. Freeland
Dunker.
In honor of Valentine’s Day, the
zoo is running a special R-rated sex
tour jam packed with fascinating texts.
Foreplay can last from over a month
for rhinos to hours for the aptly named
slow Ions, a tree -dwelling primate.
Orangutans can do it upside down,
while rhinos carry on for up to an
hour. Lions take pride in engaging up
to 50 times in a 24-hour span, koalas
exercise restraint with 40 seconds
three times a year.
Then there are the zoo’s two
female Canada Geese, who have laid
more than 40 unfertilized eggs for
each other and are inseparable. Named
Genie and Alice - after Gertrude Stein

University

DELTA GAMMA: Roses Delivered
in Your Sweetheart, 10a.m.-313411.Tables in front of S.U., call 286-0362.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY: Meeting,
630p.m., S.11. Montalvo Rm., call
354-9608.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
Meeting, 6:30p.m., S.U. Pacheco Rm.,
call 924-2707.
THE NAMES PROJECT AIDS
MEMORIAL QUILT DISPLAY:
Closing ceremony, 5:30p.m.. S.U.
Ballroom, call 924-6143.
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker
Patrick Hamill on "Polar Stratospheric
Clouds and the Ozone Hole," 1:30p.m..
SCI 251, call 924-5245.

PREMED CLUB: Meeting,
1:30p.m MI 352, call 298-4679.
THIRD ANNUAL HEALTH
EXPLORATION FAIR: Activities
and Information booths. 9a.m.-3p.m.,
S U. Main I.evel, call 924-6143.

lie/01101
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES:
Spartaerobics class sign-ups, 8:30a.m.4:30p.m., A.S. Business Office, call
924-5950.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD AND
WORKS/SAN JOSE: "Quarantine
of the Mind," 9p.m.-10p.m., Works/San
Jose (260 E. Jackson St.), call 9246263.
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: S p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DB11 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.

CAMBODIAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 5:30p.m.,
Cambodian Temple (840 Mervyns
Way), call 926-8519.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Interviewing for the
Foreign -Born, 12:30p.m.-2:30p.m.,
S.U. Almaden Rm., call 924-6033.
CHINESE CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP: "T.G.I.V.,"
2:30p.m.-500p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Rm., call 293-2881.
CONDOM CO-OP:National
Condom Week activities with prizes,
10a.m.-Ip.m., S.U. Main Level, call
924-6143.

CENTER FOR LITERARY
ARTS: Lucille Clifton Poetry
Reading. 12:30p.m., Spartan Memorial
Chapel, call 924-1378.
INDIA STUDENT ASSOC.:
Valentine’s Dance, 9:00a.m.- I:00p.m .
S.U. Ballroom, call 259-2804.
RUSSIAN CLUB: Meet exchange
students from Russia, 2p.m.-4p.m., Stl
413. call 924-3685.
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK
DANCE CLUB: International Folk
Dance Class, 730p.m., SPX 89, call
293-1302.
WORKS/SAN JOSE: "Very New
Works," 7p.m.-9p.m., 260 E.Jackson
St. call 295-8378.

Couple celebrates 78th Valentine

R-rated tour at zoo
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Violet
the orangutan is on the pill. King Lear
the bison was rendered harmless with
a bovine vasectomy. And Maxine the
cougar is pushing high-tech boundaries with a Norplant-style implant.
Birds do it. Bees do it. But at the
San Francisco Zoo, some of the
romantically inclined are taking precautions.
Responsible zoo sex has been promoted at American zoos for more than
a decade. Zoos that are pressed for
space want better breeding management to prevent unwanted offspring
ending up in dismal wayside attractions or being used as quarry at private
big-game ranches.
"It’s nice to have little bodies, it’s a
crowd pleaser and things like that, but

San lose State

and Alice B loklas - the pair are
favorites of animal keeper lane Tollini.
"They show no interest in being
apart," she said. "If one is gone, the
other one stands out here just screaming."
As guide for the no -children
Valentine tour, Tollini takes a keen
interest in the sex lives of her charges.
This year, the tour includes information on contraception, such as King
Le,ar’s epididymectomy.

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) _ The five room sod house May Stinnette began
married life in 78 years ago no longer
stands, but her marriage does.
"We went to our wedding in a
horse-drawn buggy and now they go
to the moon," Mrs. Stinnette, 98, said
Tuesday as she celebrated her
anniversary in a nursing home with
her 99 -year-old husband, Thomas.
The Stinnettes were married three
days shy of Valentine’s Day in 1914.
"Oh, we’ve had balloons and
cards and candy and flowers and

everything," she said in a telephone
interview from Imperial, in the southwest corner of the state.
"There were rough times, but we
had the good Lord to help us over the
rough places," Mrs. Stinnette said.
"I think anybody can see marriages don’t last very long like they

used to, a lot of them," Mrs. Stinnette
said.
Three of the Stinnette’s four children are still living.
They have eight grandchildren, 16
great-grandchildren and five greatgreat -grandchildren, Mrs. Stinnette
said.

Quality by Design
The shipbuilder’s of two centuries ago understood the %alto: of
designing quality into even the smallest part. We appreciate that at
Watkins-Johnson because we have our own tradition of quality - a
commitment that goes back to our rounding over 30 years ago. For
details on our campus inters tesss. check your Placement Center for:

Acne and Scar Treatment
for Men & Women
La Rose Skin Care Center
FAST RESULTS - NO DRUGS

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP

10% Discount for SJSU Students
On Campus Interviews:

Gain valuable experience managing all
aspects of a successful business.
Average gross profit $11,287

February 25
EE, 11’. ME

Interviews now taking place.
For information, call
TRIPLE A STUDENT PAINTERS
1 (800) 394-6000

Cupertino Medical & Professional Center
BEFORE

10311 S. De Anza Blvd. #4
257-5481

Watkins-Johnson Company. Attn: M. Avina, 3333 Hillviem
Palo Alto, CA 94304 An equal opportunity employer m lb
AFTER
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WAS KINS JOHNSON

There are

TOO FEW LAWYERS
..practicing public interest law

You just found the
ultimate career guide.

I
I
g F.-/1 -At, 41117’

NEW COLLEGE OF CALIFORNIA
SCHOOL OF LAW
The Oldest Public Interest

Law School In The Country

18 years of experience training public interest lawyers
0 Faculty of progressive attorneys & educators
4 Apprenticeship Et Clinical Programs
9 Innovative curriculum integrating theory and practice
Full accreditation by the Committee of Bar Examiners of the
California State Bar

OPEN HOUSE
Monday February 17th, 7pm
Visit our fiwility, learn more about our program, and
meet faculty and students. No RSVP needed.

NiVege
ot
50 FELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO 94102
For more information call: Law School Admissions Office at 415.863. 4111, ext. 152

Introducing MAP.
The Management Associate Program.
Household Credit Services can help you turn your degree into solid work experience. Thanks to MAP,
you can make wise choices about a long-term career in the growing field of financial services.
We are particularly interested in students about to earn a degree in Accounting, Finance, Information
Resource Management (MIS), Management, or Communication Studies for our upcoming July
prog,am. During the program, you’ll see the inner workings of different business units. It’s a great way
to gauge your aptitude and interest, while earning a good salary.
Upon completion of the program, you’ll be ready to start a career with Household Credit Services, one
of America’s leading credit card issuers At Household, you’ll work in an environment of innovation and
support. Your first career decision should be to see us on campus.

Monday, March 30th.
Sign-ups are coming soon. Visit the Career Planning and Placement office now to sign up for your
interview. If your schedule doesn’t allow for an on -campus interview, send your resume to: Household
Credit Services, P.O. Box 80041, Salinas, CA 93912-0041. We’re an equal opportunity employer.

Household Credit Services
Where opportunity is a Household word.
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LIBERALS
From Front Page

has been receptive to the organization.
She said that this organization provides the opportunity to galvanize the
student body toward woman’s issues.
Bick-Maurichat, a graduate student, said that there is apathy at SJSU,
but that there is also a lot of energy.
Students have been overwhelmed
by the vast issues facing them, she
said.
"Things have become so bad that
they can’t not do anything anymore,"
said Bick-Maurischat.
On the other side, members of
SJSU’s pro-life group, San Jose State
Students For Life, contend the prochoice group is not a sign of liberalism on campus, but rather the sign of
growing closed-mindedness.
Andy Netzel, of SJS Students For
Life, said that he would like to facilitate an open, scholarly debate between
his organization and the pro-choice
group, so students can listen to both
sides and make up their minds for
themselves.
Bick-Maurichat, who is also a cocoordinator of SJSU’s Women’s
Resource Center, said that Students
for Choice will be open to any dialogue.

was reluctant to say if the drop-off in
SAFER. can be attributed to an
increase in conservatism.
"You have to be real careful with
analyzing trends," he said.
Despite S.A.F.E.R.’s drooping
membership, SIStl’s environmental
studies department is enjoying high
enrollment.
Judy Geiss, secretary in the department, said the department’s enrollment has consistently increased each
semester.
There were 1,024 students enrolled
in environmental studies classes during the fall 1991 semester, which is up
from 972 students from the spring
semester.
One of the newest organizations to
conic to SJSU is the pro-choice group
that held its rust meeting last week.
Although the pro-choice group is
not officially registered with the university at this time, the group has
already attracted a great deal of support, as well as criticism.
Kim Bick-Maurischat, who helped
found the group, tentatively called
Students For Choice, said the campus

SPEAKER
From Front Page
can bring my government to the
American court."
But her shelter began to crumble.
In July of 1986 during a visit to
Chile. de Negri’s son. Rodrigo, was
arrested, searched, beaten, set on fire,
dumped in a ditch and left to die by
members of Pinochet’s secret police
and the Chilean army.
The cover-up that followed only
compounded her loss.
"The main criminal is the state,"
she said speaking of Pinodiet’s use of
terror against Chilean citizens.
A member of the Amnesty
International U.S.A. Board of
Directors, de Negri believes that
"without justice we (Chileans) won’t

have our right to a democracy and to
our right to grieve."
"The only power I have is my
mouth to say the truth." she said.
This lecture provided her with that
opportunity.
"The basic intent or objective is to
spread the word the gospel according to Latin America to increase
both interest in things Latin American
as well as knowledge," said George
Vasquez, an SJSU assistant professor
of history who attended the lecture.
I mis Jimenez, a senior majoring in
administration of justice, attended the
lecture because "other people have to
be aware of what our government
does."

QUILT: Tears shed at unfolding
From Front Page
financial support of the project, according to
Education and Special Displays Coordinator
Scott Osten, who travels with the quilt around
the country.
The money from the sale of merchandise is

Current cheap gas prices to last
until election choices decided
NEW YORK (Al’)
OPEC’s
dilemma, too much oil on the market,
has become a windfall for millions of
average Americans, who are paying
the lowest price in years for gasoline at
the pump. But critics of the oil industry say you had better enjoy the cheap
fuel while you can.
Some see it as an election -year
phenomenon that won’t last past
November, although other experts say
gasoline is a bargain in the United
States and can be expected to stay that
way.
"Consumers should look forward
to reasonably low prices," said Edwin
S. Rothschild, energy policy director
for Citizen Action, ;Washington based consumers group.
"Once the election’s over, consumers can expect prices to go back
up again. In the short term, it’s a good
thing for consumers. In the long term,
it’s not good energy policy. We ought
to be consuming less oil. We ought to
be less dependent on foreign oil."
Rothschild said he believes Saudi
Arabia, the biggest oil exporter, has
been working to restrain prices, partly
to help revitalize depressed Western
economies and help President Bush
win re-election as a payoff for the
Persian Gulf War.
In recent years. Rothschild said, oil
prices have tended to go down while
elections are under way, then rise in
odd-numbered years as political campaigning subsides.
Others view the theories of a BushSaudi understanding on oil prices as

ludicrous, saying the Saudis have their
own selfish reasons for wanting to
keep the crude price down.
In the meeting of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries that
convened Wednesday in Geneva, the
Saudis seemed most reluctant to make
the types of production cuts that
experts said would be needed to
strengthen crude prices this spring.
Drivers in many parts of the United
States have recently seen some of the
cheapest gasoline pump prices for
quite some time.
The price has even fallen below 80
cents a gallon in some local price
wars.
To be sure, motorists in markets
like the New York area still pay much
more than $1 a gallon, often because
taxes and the regional cost of living is
much higher.
But the American Automobile
Association, which performs weekly
surveys of retail gasoline prices, found
this week that the nationwide average
for a gallon of self -serve regular
unleaded was $1.045. That was the
lowest level since the Faster week of
1990, when the AAA found an average price of $1.026.
The gasoline itself is even cheaper
now, because higher federal and state
taxes have more than made up the difference.
’Ming a broader look at gasoline
prices, some experts contend that if
inflation and increased fuel efficiency
an: taken into account, the cost of driving is now at about half of the level

Daily staff photographer

Marcio I Sanchez The AIDS Quilt will be on display in the Student Union Ballroom through this evening

just after World War II.
Evaluated in 1991 dollars, the retail
price of gasoline in 1947 came to
$1.491 per gallon, peaked in 1980 at
52.026 per gallon and has been generally drifting lower, says an analysis by
Cambridge
Energy
Research
Associates, a consulting firm in
Cambridge, Mass. The low point was
1988, when the retail price was
$1.063, while for 1991, the cost was
$1.147, the firm said.
"Gasoline was never as cheap as
people recall it being in the ’good old
days," CERA president Daniel Yergin
wrote in a re.cein report, "Gasoline and
the American People."
"Indeed. most Americans would be
surprised to discover that the trio
’good old days’ for gasoline
were from 1988 through the early
months of 1990 and again in early
1991."
Gasoline has kept falling since
Yergin wrote the report. Gasoline
prices can be expected to show another seasonal increase when the weather
warms up, experts say.
But one major oil company predicts gasoline will remain a bargain.
"I think we’re in for a period of, at
least this decade, where you’ll have
political problems in the Middle East.
as we have had in the past, that will
cause spikes here and there," said Bill
Hermann, chief economist for
Chevron Corp., based in San
Francisco.
Nonetheless, he said, "I don’t see
gasoline prices advancing very much."

used to display the quilt in other states, he said,
Among those present at the ceremony were
supporters of the project, including San Jose
City Council members David Pandori and
Shirley Lewis, and County Supervisor Zoe
Lofgren.
The folding of the quilt today at 5:30 p.m.

will mark the closing ceremony.
In closing,Canadian actor/director David
McLean will put on a solo act entitled,
"Quarantine of the Mind."

Fetus main prize in abortion rights war
FARGO, N.D. (AP) A pregnant
woman accused of jeopardizing her
fetus by sniffing paint found herself
the object of a bidding contest
Wednesday between anti -abortion and
abortion-rights supporters.
A New York anti-abortion lawyer
on Wednesday offered $10,000 to
Martina Greywind, 28, if she goes
ahead with her 12 -week pregnancy
and gives birth for the seventh time.
An anonymous donor had
promised on Tuesday to pay $340 for
the abortion Greywind said she wanted but could not afford.
Greywind’s
court -appointed
lawyer, Mark Beauchene, said she is
undecided about the offers. "But she
seems to be leaning toward an abortion," he said.
Greywind was sentenced Monday
to nine months in prison after pleading
guilty to reckless endangerment for
sniffing paint. But County Judge
Georgia Dawson allowed her to withdraw her guilty plea Wednesday.
Bail was set at $1,000, and
Greywind was escorted back to jail.
Anti -abortion groups later posted her
hail. No further court date was set.
Court records show she has been
convicted 12 times of inhaling volatile
chemicals since the practice was outlawed in North Dakota 11 months ago.
A local anti-abortion group, Help
and Caring Ministries Inc., weighed in
Tuesday with a $1,000 offer if
(ircywind would deliver the baby.
And a Fargo couple promised to adopt
the child, said Ron Masson, a
spokesman for the Lambs of Christ,
another anti -abortion group.
"We’re bailing her out to give her
an opportunity to hear the truth about

options that she has," Maxson said.
"People all over the country are calling
in with offers of help."
Attorney John Broderick, of New
York’s Long Island, upped the bidding. "There is no value on a baby,"
he said. "We think the baby’s worth an
infinite amount of money"
The judge allowed Greywind to
withdraw the guilty plea after her
lawyer said she had entered it without
consulting him and did not understand
the charge.
(ireywind said she has undergone
chemical dependency treatment three
times in the past. "I just want to do it. I
guess, especially when I’m drinking,"
she said.
Assistant State’s Attorney Steve

Dawson said Greywind has served the
maximum 30-day sentence for inhaling volatile vapors at least once. Her
sixth child was delivered while she
was in a mental hospital.
He said neither abortion nor fetal
protection was the issue in Greywind’s
case.
"We certainly realized those issues
are out there and this could generate
some controversy," Dawson said. "But
after looking at the facts of the case,
we felt (the charge) was appropriate."
If that were true, Beauchene
argued, a pregnant woman could be
charged with drinking too much or
smoking too much.
"I don’t believe this is what the letter of the law is," he said.

’We certainly realized those issues are
out there and this could generate some
controversy...’
Steve Dawson
Assistant state attorney, North Dakota

Try Blimpies New

BREAKFAST
And Get 50 ft Off W/Student I.D.
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41=1111111111P
80 E. San Carlos St, Between 3rd & 2nd
947-1333
offer good thru February 29, "92

Communicate in Color
Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
.Even Copy From Slides!

kinkoss.

the copy center
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
295-4336
93 E San Carlos St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
Across From McDonald’s
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With over 15 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
campus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way.
Why not give it a try?
To get started call 924-5467, or visit us in WSQ 115
You’ll he glad you did.
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SJSU WEATHER:

WORLD EVENTS

TODAY- Scattered showers with a high of 60.
TOMORROW - Rain with the highs in the upper 50s.

o Japan rejects

@ China responds
to U.S. query
appeal Russian
aid
BEIJING (AP) _ China’s response to a
political prison-

(3 Floods uproot
land mines in
Jordan

0 Cabinet
approves
border treaty

e Russia destroys
Soviet
chemical arms

BONN, Germany (AP) - Chancellor
Helmut Kohl’s Cabinet on Wednesday
endorsed a landmark treaty to end border controls among eight west European nations next
Jan. 1.
But in a surprise move, Kohl’s ruling
coalition then threatened to block ratification
by Parliament unless the constitution is
changed to allow stiffer restrictions on asylum-seekers.
Germany has been flooded with refugees
the past few years, and the conservative parties in the governing coalition say the situation could worsen after border checks are
removed.
Public animosity over the refugees has
been growing. Young right-wing extremists,
particularly in economically depressed eastern Gemiany, have male numerous attacks on
refugees and centers that house them.
In the works since 1985, the treaty would
end border checks between western European
countries.

GENEVA (AP) - Russia’s foreign minister said today that his country needs help in
destroying 40,000 tons of chemical weapons
inherited from the Soviet Union. And he proposed new jobs for former Soviet scientists to
keep them from spreading nuclear technology
to other countries.
The world has begun "a landslide of disarmament" and must find ways of making the
process orderly, Andrei Kozyrev told the 39nation Conference on Disarmament.
Kozyrev, a strong ally of Boris Yeltsin,
conveyed greetings from the Russian president and elaborated on Yeltsin’s Jan. 29
speech on disarmament.
"The Cold War confrontation has become
a thing of the past, but we have inherited from
it mountains of weapons, huge armies and
entire defense-oriented industries employing
millions of workers," Kozyrev said in reading
a message from Yeltsin.

AMMAN, Jordan (AP) - The region’s
worst weather in decades let up in Jordan on
Wednesday, leaving mountain villages
snowed in and lowland farms seeded with
land mines scattered by floods along the frontier with Israel.
Blizzards returned to Lebanon, meanwhile, grounding helicopter flights to carry
supplies to snowbound towns and halting
efforts to reopen roads. People in one village
reported a man has been trapped inside his
house two weeks.
In Jordan, farmers reported that rivers
swollen by heavy rains in recent days swept
dozens of mines from Israeli territory onto the
Jordanian side. A government source, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, confirmed
the report.
Information Minister Mahmoud Sharif
said he could not say if the story was true, but
he wouldn’t blame Israel if it was. "Floods
drifting explosives is something you can’t
help," he said.
Mines are planted along both sides of the
400-mile frontier between the two countries,
which have technically been at war since
1967.
Business life generally returned to normal
in Jordan after three days of heavy snow and
rain, which the newspaper Ad-Dustour said
caused 24 deaths. Officials said schools
would not reopen until Thursday.
"My business came to a standstill during
the snowstorm," said Ibrahim Ali, a supermarket owner in Amman, the capital.
Murtaji Salah, a taxi driver, said: "I am
peniless. I have not worked since Monday. I
am hunting for cutomers today."
In Lebanon, soldiers and civil defense
workers were hampered when blizzards
resumed after a brief lull on Tuesday. News
media described the winter as the harshest in
Lebanon’s history, with two-thirds of the
country blanketed by snow.
All roads that had been reopened Tuesday
were blocked again Wednesday, police said.
The Beirut-Damascus highway has been
closed since storms hit the Middle East.

TOKYO (AP) - Prime Minister Kiichi
Miyazawa today rebuffed a renewed German
appeal for large-scale aid to the former Soviet
Union and suggested that a long-standing territorial dispute with Russia must be resolved
first.
Miyazawa responded to the appeal by
Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher by
urging German support for Japan’s demand
that Russia return four small islands seized by
the Soviet Union at the end of World War II.
Genscher, who met with Miyazawa on the
first day of a three-day visit, did not fully
back the Japanese demand, but said he fully
understood Japan’s position that the islands
issue should be settled in accordance with
"international law and justice," aides to
Miyazawa said on condition of anonymity.
Germany has been leading Western
attempts to support Russia and other members of the former Soviet Union recover from
economic hardship, but Japan has withheld
large-scale aid pending settlement of the territorial issue.
So far, Japan has promised $2.66 billion in
aid to the former Soviet Union, mostly import
and investment credits.
The European Community has offered
roughly $80 billion in aid, more than half of it
from Germany.
Soviet troops occupied the northern
islands - Etorofu, Shikotan, Kunashiri
-and the Habomai islets - two weeks after
Japan’s surrender to the Allies in 1945, forcing 16,000 Japanese to flee. Now 50,000
Rusians live there, nearly half of them military personnel.
Moscow acknowledged Japanese rights to
two of the islands in 1956, but withdrew that
recognition when Japan signed a revised
mutual security treaty with the United States
in 1960.
Japan has refused to sign a peace treaty
with Moscow until it gives back the islands.
Tokyo hopes to settle the issue when
President Boris Yeltsin of Russia visits Japan
in September.

U.S. government query about
ers is full of errors and appears to have been
haphazardly slapped together, a U.S.-based
human rights group says.
The United States in June gave China a list
of 800 people believed to be jailed for political or religious activity, including many
accused of participating in the 1989
Tiananmen Square democracy movement.
But the list excluded 340 of the names
because the Chinese authorities said they did
not recognize them.

NEWS

QUIZ

Five correct - Gold medalist.
Three to four - Silver medalist.
One to two- Bronze medalist.
0 How many students attended
the forum to share their ideas
on the next SJSU president?
0 How is the U.S. helping feed
Russia?
0 How many SJSU Judo
students will be going to the
1992 Summer Olympics?
0 Who broke her thumb in the
1992 Winter Olympics?
0 How many inches has it rained
in San Jose since Sunday?
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Edited by John Vieira. Daily wire editor
From Associated Press Wire Services
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FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIEDS
Th SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
**NI..., advertised below nor Is
thin. any quarant impli.d The
classkled columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
vrified by the newspaper

ANNOUNCEMENTS
VALENTINES BALLOON SPECIALS
Place your sweethearts
balbon order by
off
of
bouquets & gift baskets.
We deliver! Call now.
A BALLOON AFFAIR
629-4234

Feb. 12 &
receive 10% your order.
We have a wide selection

WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week ass
Community Friend, providing social
support to those suffering from
mental illness. Great
experience for psych. mayors.
We

train. (408) 436-0606.

AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED!!!
Get free grants up to

5500,000.
from US Gov’t. and not pay penny
back! Get 10-20 secured credit
cards at only 8% with $4000.
instant credit. Complete listing of
gout yob openings from $251i-634i.
For information write to: I.C.S. Box
3205, Saratoga. CA. 95070-1205,
EARN 55$ for your fraterndy,
sorority. club or business by selling
silkscreened t-shirts or sweatshirts
w/ your custon design or logo
(6 color max) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clara.
Call Brainstorm Graphics for,
quote today!!! 4984343.
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than
$1,000,000,000. in financial aid is
available to students annually.
I.C.S. Corp. can find 6 to 25
sources of financial assistance
geared specifically to you. For free
and complete Information, write to:
16.S. Corp. P6 Box 3205
Saratoga CA. 95070.
’Time is a terrible thing to waste.’
Do it now.
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African gifts
Ave.
San lose. CA 95128 279-3342.

463 So Bascom

11100.00 REWARD for information
leading to witness of the fact that

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years

’Great Rates for Good Drivers
’Good Rates for Non.Gcod Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
"Family Muth-car’
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

FOR SALE
WEDDING DRESS. Full length hoop
skirt. Ruffled off-shoulder sleeves.
Size 10/12. XInt cond. Originally
$500 Sell for 8175 244-5759.

1140,000/YRI READ BOOKS
and TV scripts. Fill out simple
’like/dent like* form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE

24 hour recording.
801-379-2925.
Copyright If CA29KEB.

TUTORS NEEDED
Journalism

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO
share 2 bedroom 2 bath apt. Located 415 & William. Parking, launcky.
$235./mo util Call 288-5736.
ROOM 4 RENT $272. Mo.+1/3 util.
$200 dep W/O Female preferred.
Leave message

at 294-8347.

1111./HOUR LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

Eng.,
or ESL majors
bilingual English/Spanish preferred.
Send resume to Marcia Andrews,
National Hispanic University.
135 E. Gish Rd., San Jose 9511.2.
No prone calls please.
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT

(Located on Light Rail)
Accepting applications for part.
time cashier and kitchen positions.
Fun, fast-paced atmosphere. Must
be energetic, enthusiastic. dependable and neat in appearance. Apply
in person at PASTA MIA:
2565 No. First Street (at Trimble).

$545./mo. 185 E San Fernando.
All tail. (except gas) included. Call
453-1680 (day) / 293-4421 (night).
VICTORIAN STUDIO in triplex. 12th
St. & St.Jarnes. $490./mo. No
pets. Room in Victorian, shared
kitchen & bath. 6th & Reed.
$310./mo. inc. util. Call 377-3353,
ROOMMATE W

your bachelors

NEED MONEY FOR
or master’s degree? Scholarships
are available to everyone and
we can help you find them. Call
(800) USA-1221 ext.. 2505 for info.
GUARANTEED SCHOLARSHIP

Service. Need financial assistance?
Don’t believe you qualify because
you can’t establish financial need
or your GPA isn’t high enough?
Then try our service. Our service
guarantees each student a minimum of $1,700 or your money
back. Call Ref i at (510) 794.9076.
TUTORING: Base math to Cale. 2.
Reasonable rates. Specialize in
oneto-one. 5 yrs. exp. Math minor.
131-lingual (Spanish). 225-4848.

TO SHARE

TRAVEL
AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERVICE TO SAN JOSE! Beginning Dec.
12. try Amtrak’s

3 new deity trains
to Sacramento, leaving San Jose at
6:35 am., 12:10 per. & 5:10pm
Trains stop at Fairfield arid Davis.
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and
Marysville / royale / Chico / Red
Bluff / Raddrng. One Amtrak ticket
covers both train and bus. One-way
fare to Sacramento. $23. Jan.-April
roundtrips only $24 most days. 3
daily departures also available from
San Jose to Fresno / Hanford /
Elakersfekl via direct Amtrak bus to
trainsee at Stockton.Call 1.800
USA.RAIL for information

I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.

Term papers, letters, resurnes
Loc near Moorpark & Saratoga
Call Mary Jane - 9867619

Call Marsha
at 266-9448 for assistance with all
phases of Thesis/Project
preparation Editing (grammar.
punctuation, sentence structure),
tables. graphs, laser printing.
(Resume service also available).
International Students welcome!
Willow Glen area.
GRAD STUDENTS!

Hours 7 a m 8:30 p m.
STUDENT PAPERS RESUMES.

Call Mrs Morton 266.9448, brim,.
tee on APR, MLA. Turabran formats
Will edit for correct grammar.
punctuation, 8, sentence structure;
prepare tables, and graphs;

3 br./2ba. brand new TN in Camp- COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
print out in attractive laser type
bell. 15 min. drive to SJSU. Washer Eligibility regardless of grades
Mill also edit your DOS disk.)
and income for most’
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
/dryer & cable. $350./mo. + 1/3
Information on semester, year.
International Students Watson,.!
util. (PG&E). Call Karen 3781255. Minlmurn 7 sources guraranteed
GREEK
graduate, summer and
Willow Glen area Hrs. 7, -8 30p
*Over $10 billion in
internship programs in Perth.
private sector aid*
WANTED:2 GREEK HASHERS FOR
ROYALE APTS 495 S. 9TH ST.
Townsville. Sydney, and Melbourne. EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
For free info call:
Alpha Omicron Pi. Morning A PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED Now renting! 2 bdrm/lbath near
familiar with APA/Turabian
Programs start at $3520
408 927.9299,
evening hours available. For more
Earn $6.00 - $12.00 per hour! SJSU. Modern appliances. Free
Call 1400-878-38941
formats Science and Eng(ibh
Will train. Full or part time.
info. call 993-8735 or 998.1439.
cable TV Call 971-0869. Office hrs.
M-Th. 5 pm. to 8 pm. Sat. 9 am. to
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
Flexible hours. Paid daily.
Papers our specialty. Free spell
check/storage. Low-cost editing
Campaign Management Services. 2 own. Rent starts at $750.
make-per 8, skin care analysis
and graphics. Resumes arid
Professional image consultant
WORDPROCESSING
(408)248-7406.
HELP WANTED
other services available.
Quality products at
AFFORDABLE EXPERIENCED
Masterson’s Word Processing.
40-75% less than retail.
THE ORIGINAL CRAB HOUSE
PRIVATE PRESCHOOL
SERVICES
Call Paul or Virginia
in downtown San Jose seeks:
Small groups or individuals.
wordProcessing! Term papers
Now hiring
reports, group papers, resumes,
251.0449
50% discount on all PERMANENT
Call Tracy 947.1537.
’Cooks
afternoon TEACHER w/ min. 12
COSMETICS by IRISH Enhance
letters, theses, laserprinter,
Bartenders
units ECE exp. and preschool
etc. All formats plus ARIL
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
your natural beauty!! EVE LINER ’Servers w/ Dinner House sap
AIDE w/ min. 6 units ECE
MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
Word Processing, Term Papers
Spellcheck. punctuation &
-Min 2 weekday lunch avail.
for morning program.
EYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
grammar assistance
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
Apply in person. 2-4 wkdays
Call Lauren 2861533.
SCARS 8LENDED, Expires 5-31-92, Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing, or
All work guaranteed!
Turaben Desktop Publishing.
using chemicals Let us
5506 Monterey Rd
408-3794500
Graphic Design & Layout.
Call PAM 247.2681. 8am 8prn
permanently remove your
(at Blossom Hill)
STUDENT FOR LT. HOUSEWORK,
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
for worry free professional
Laser Output.
in Monterey Plaza.
good cook, have car & good record.
621 E. Campbell Ave 017
unwanted hair. BACK-CHESTdependable service
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Campbell, Ca 95008
Family. 15 hr/wk. $9. hr. 3785219
LIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC.
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Students & faculty 15% discotnt.
RETAIL/CUSTOMER SERVICE
Near Oakrege Mall
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
200 New Jobs for New Year.
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 19927
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by IMPROVE YOUR CPA. PROF. W/P
Resumes, theses, papers, busness
2244395.
All subjects. Paper, thesis
Interl housewares chain. PT, FT,
5/31/92. Hair Today Gone
Earn $500. - $1000 weekly
plans. Grammar /spelltng
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
flex. hrs.. eves. & weekends poss.
development assistance
stuffing envelopes. For details:
Transcription. Laser printer,
GINA’S WORDPROCESSING
Qualified Yellers.
1117, Campbell. (408(379-3500.
Rush $1.00 with SASE to:
No cap. nec. Will train!
Experienced & Affordable
FREE Pock up & delivery.
Editing. Resumes.
Gwen, Trish or Mance,
01H Group Inc.
GUARANTEED MINIMUM
Term papers Theses Manuscripts
Low rates.
Registered Electrologists.
lifrork guaranteed. Reasonable
STARTING PAY RATE $11.25.
1019 Lk. Sherwood’
WorcPer lett 5 I
(408)747-0335.
Berkeley. (510) 841.5036
Orlando, FL 32818.
Students: paid internships a,
Call 3384031.
scholarships avail. 977-3661.
87.00-8.00 PER HOUR

Fulttime or Parttime
WEEKLY RAY CHECKS
Excellent benefits
Credit union
Vacation pay
Free uniforms or non uniformed
Referral bonus
Apply: Mon.. Fri. El am 5 per

Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Elkid Santa Clara
Betw San Tomas/Olcon near 101

SUMMER MOW. INTERNSHIP
interviews now taking place. Gain
valuable experience managing all
aspects

of a successful business.
Average gross profit $11,287

Last chance for interviews.
Call Triple ’A’ Student Painters for
information now 1.800-3946000.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one
week Plus receive a $1000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH lust
for calling

now being
1800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Blimpes, BO E. San Carlos St had recruited for Sumner 1992 Orient&
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
streetside seating on or around Oct ten Programs on campus. SALARY.
9,1989. Please call 707-544.1149 Applications available in Student Many positions. Great benefits. Call
Actrivrtes and Services.
800 338-3388 Ext. P-3310,
or 415-924-7909.
Deadline: February 21.
Questions? Call 924-5950.
400 SQ. FT. OFFICE SPACE
HOUSING
in beautiful Victorian near
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTcampus $450 /rno. 297-2960
fisheries. Earn $5000. /mo. Free VILLAGE APARTMENTS 576 S
transportation! Room & board! Over Filth Street. 2 be9-00m/1 bath
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
13,000 openings. Male or Female. starting at $750.00. Free cable TV.
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
Laundry. BarbeQUe area. UnderFor employment program call
X-rays - no charge.
ground parking Recreation room.
1.2085484155 ext. 317.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
2 blocks from campus.
Enroll now! For brochure see
Sandy 295-6893.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT want.
A.S. Office or
ed to maintain budgets, do record
Call 800-6553225
keeping, etc. for Associated Stu. ROOM BOARD $200./mo, Lt.
dents Leisure Services Typing & housekeeping 8-10 hrs./wk. Los
computer skills helpful. Must be Gatos (army. 3565615. 7464934.
AUTOMOTIVE
current student, work-study we!.
87 HONDA CIVIC 4 Sp., AC, AM/FM come 12-15 hrs/wk flexible on 2 OR/2BA. pre. rm 4 rent. Cable,
cass 78k mi. Very good condition. campus. $5.70-6.05 stet. Apply pool, spa, laundry 7 min to SJSU.
$3990 obo. 408 776-1166 hi roes. by Feb 14, in Student Activities $313. mo. Nice & clean. 275-9550.
& Services. Also need student
7110 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
OFFICIALS for intramural basketCHEAP? FBI/U.S. SEIZED
2 bdrm/2 bath. Start $745
ball, soccer & softball - eyes &
$200.
89 Mercedes
Welk or ride bike to school
weekends. Call 924-5950.
$50
......
.
.......
86 VW
Cable TN. available. Laundry
$100
87 Mercedes . .
realities. Security entrance
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
$50.
65 Mustang.
female roommate to live with es a Remodeled, roomy & very clean
Choose Irons thousands starting
288-9157
at $25. FREE 24 hour recording companion For further information; Cell Richard or Denise atmanager
or leave message for
reveals details. 801-379-2929. call Brian, after 4pm, at 298-2308.
Copyright CA2910C.
ORIENTATION LEADERS

WHEN THE BEST
IS AU. YOU NEED.

PAPERS - 51.90/pg. and up
RESUMES -$12.00 and up
Laser Printer - Spell Check
English problems a specialty!
Open evenings and weekends
Minutes from campus,
408/254-4565
CALL UNDA TODAY
professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, group projects. etc
All formats including APA.
Quick return.
Transcription services available
Almaden /

for experienced.

Brenham area.
Phone 264-4504
EX -ENGLISH TEACHER /Exec

Secy has wordperfect, laser. Spell.
punct. grammar assistance papers.
letters W. Slates 408 244.6444
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes. letters, reports All formats. Steno
sevice Pick up and delivery for
large yobs.
experience. MA in

20 years
English.
Call Margaret.
8 am to 8 pm,
at 251-6775

ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY

Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
your wordprocesseg woes!
Reasonable rates
Evenings and weekends
Willow Glen area
Ask about specials’
Call (408) 266-1460

PROFESSIONAL
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE.
Theses, term papers, reports
resumes. letters
Save time - Fax your edits to me

Quick return
15 years experence
1, Laser printout
Call Marie at

WordPerfect 5

971 6731

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

DOCIODOODOOODOODOEIDOEMOODEODE1L1E1
ODDEIDOODOODOCJIHAEIDOODEIDODOE011100
DOEillOODECEMIOCIEDOODOEMEICIOCEICIEMO
DOODOODECOODEIODOOMODOEICJODHOOD
Please check ./
your classification:

Name

AD RATES, MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE oar
One
Day

Two Three Four
Days Days Days

Five
Days

3 lines 55 00 $6.00 $7.00 $8.00 $9.00
4 hnes 56.00 $7.00 58.00 $9.00 $10.00
5 lines $7.00 $8.00 $9.00 $10.00 $11.00
6 lines $8.00 $900 $10.00 $11.00 $12.00
Each additional line. $1.00
Each additional day: $1.00
SEMESTER RATES, ALL ISSUES
5-9 (ines: $70.00 * 10-14 lines. $90.00
15-19 lines $110.00
Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Address

City/Slate

211)

Phone
I I
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Banta’ Hall Room 209
Deadline Two days before publicallon Consecutive publications dates
only No refunds on cancelled ads

Announcements
Automotive
Computers
For Sale
Greek
_Help Wanted
_Housing
Lost and Found
Services
Stereo
Travel
_Wordprocessing
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O’Brien, Rea
add depth to
SJSU lineup
this season
Although baseball is the
ultimate team game,
sometimes one player can
determine the character
and control the destiny of a baseball
WM.

The SJSU baseball team has two
such players, a leadoff man called
"Oby who is in charge of kickstarting the SJSU offense, and a
pitcher whose comeback from
elbow surgery may shine a "Rea" of
light on the SJSU pitching staff.
"Oby" is senior second baseman
Mark O’Brien, a slick fielder with a
slashing style at the plate.
After batting second last year, the
switch-hitting O’Brien moved into
the leadoff spot for this season.
While O’Brien’s nickname
"Oby" is merely a shortened version
of lus last name, it has come to
mean something even more
significant, as in O.B. or on-base
percentage.
As a leadoff batter, O’Brien’s
responsibility is to get on base as
often as possible in any way
possible. If the lead off batter
doesn’t get on base, chances are the
whole offense breaks down.
If early season results are any
indication, O’Brien has taken this
responsibility a little too seriously.
In the first three games of the
season, O’Brien reached base five
times in 10 plate appearances, but
without the benefit of a base hit.
All five times O’Brien reached
base it was by getting hit by a pitch.
It doesn’t seem to matter to O’Brien
how he gets on base, he just gets on.
In the Spartans’ season opener
against St. Mary’s, O’Brien was
nailed three times and scored two
runs in a 12-4 Spartan blowout.
In SJSU’s dot,’,Ie-header sweep
against USF this v....ekend, O’Brien
was hit once in each game and
scored both times.
This is a player who obviously
doesn’t let a few bruises keep him
off the bases.
And it’s little wonder he gets hit
as often as he does, too, the way he
crowds the plate, never giving an
inch.
Painful as it sounds, the key to
the Spartans’ success so far this
season seems to be linked to
whether O’Brien gets cracked by a
pitch.
When "Oby" gets smacked, the
Spartans are 3-0. When he stays
bruiseless, 0-1.
finally picked up
()’Brien
his first hit of the season at
Cal State Hayward on
Tuesday. He also had a
walk in four plate appearances to
maintain his .500 on-base
percentage, but didn’t get plugged
by a pitch and SJSU lost its first
game of the season, 2-1.
SJSU head coach Sam Piraro
calls O’Brien the "spark plug" of
the offense.
A heavy burden to be sure,
probably too heavy for a lessconfident player. But O’Brien
responds by welcoming the
challenge, saying he wants to be the
"key man in the offense."
As important as O’Brien is to the
SJSU offense, he may be even more
essential to the defense.
O’Brien is the only returning
player from last season’s infield.
Two community college transfers,
third baseman Gerad Cawhom and
shortstop David Zuniga, and a true
freshman, Bellarrnine Prep’s Eric
Pitt, round out this season’s infield.
As the only player in the Spartan
infield who has been honed on the
grindstone of Division !college

SPORTS

SPARTAN DAILY

JIM
JOHNSON

914

A LOOK AHEAD

DAILY
COLUIresaST

14 San Diego State 2 p.m.
15 San Diego State 1 p.m.
16 San Diego State 1 p.m.
18
at Stanford 2 p.m.
Canadian Nat. Team
19
2 p.m.
at Cal State Northridge
Feb. 21
2 p.m.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

baseball, O’Bnen is in many ways
the character of the SJSU team.
O’Brien is the character of the
Ifteam, senior left-hander Donnie
Rea could become the Spartans’
class. Piraro has been quoted
saying that Rea could be the
difference between SJSU funshing
in the middle of the Big West pack
and ending up near the top.
The SJSU head coach thinks the
fifth-year veteran could elevate the
Spartans into the upper echelon. a
huge challenge for a pitcher who
hasn’t thrown in nearly two seasons
and may still be weeks away from
his first start of this season.
Three years ago, Rea was named
to the All-Big West and Academic
All-America teams as a sophomore.
He compiled a 10-4 record with a
2.38 ERA and threw a nine-inning
no-hitter against the University of
the Pacific. The future glittered with
promise for Rea.
But in 1990, he experienced the
elbow problems which would limit
him to 12 games that season and
force him to redshin last season
after elbow surgery.
This season has seen Rea pitch
two hitless innings one in the
annual exhibition against the
Alumni and one on Sunday against
USF and a two-inning stint
against Cal State Hayward on
Tuesday in which he gave up two
hits and three walks.But he also
struck out three and didn’t allow a
run.
struck out two Dons in
his one perfect inning
Rea
Sunday, but Piraro says the
tall lefty will be brought
along slowly for now.
Rea himself says the most
important thing right now is that he
is pitching without pain.
His role in the SJSU rotation
hasn’t been determined yet and he
probably won’t be able to make a
significant contribution until Big
West play starts, but both Piraro and
Rea expect great things this season.
If "Oby" keeps getting on base
and "Rea" starts shining, it could be
an interesting season for the
Spartans.
Jim Johnson’s baseball column
appears every Thursday

Nathan Souza Daily staff photographer
SJSU

swimmer Susie Bond practices the backstroke Tuesday

Spartans trim down for
Big West Championships
By Jim Silva
Daily staff venter
Wade Boggs always eats chicken
on game days. Jerry Rice must look
like he just got out of Gentleman’s
Quarterly before he plays a game.
Jerry Tarkanian bites a towel while
he’s coaching. And the SJSU women’s
swimming team ... shaves.
In preparation for the Big West
Conference Championships, the
Spartan swimming team will be stripping their legs of the hair they’ve been
letting grow since the end of
November. First year SJSU Head
Coach RoseAnn Benson said that
newly shaved skin gives a swimmer a
feeling of being exceptionally clean.
When a swimmer moves through the
water she feels a "tingling sensation"
that gives her a feeling that her legs
are piercing the water.
The Spartans shaved last night in
an attempt to gain a psychological
edge for today’s Big West
Championship Meet held in Long
Beach. They may need every advantage they can get. When asked about
her team’s season, Benson said that

wins or losses weren’t important, but
that improvement was all she cared
aSoui She said her expectations for
the Big West meet were realistic.
"Our aspirations are to have everyone have their best times and have fun
doing their best times," Benson said.
"If we get people into the top 16, I’ll
be real happy." Benson called the Big
West Conference one of the toughest
in the nation. The favorites to take the
team title are University of Nevada at
Las Vegas, University of Hawaii, and
University of California at Santa
Barbara.
Karen Teitsworth, Susie Bond,
Justine Webb and Nicole Gagnon
make up SJSU’s best hopes for a top
16 finish, Benson said. Benson added
that SJSU is one of eight teams that
will be participating in the meet being
hosted by University of California at
Irvine. The meet is scheduled to continue through Saturday.

The S (Dada

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
MEN

Date FEB. 12- FEB. 14 Time

Place:

S

10AM -4PM

Deposit Required

$2o on

BOOKSTORE LOBBY

Meet with your Jostens representative lor lii &Valk See our complete ring eels, ism

display in your coarse lo a
to

Associated Students Program Board SJSU presents

QUARANTINE
OF THE MIND
a
solo
theatreperformance
by

Roman(

DAVID MACLEAN
TODAY IN THE S.U. BALLROOM
6 - 7pm FREE to Everyone!

At the closing ceremonies of the NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt. Closing ceremonies at 5:30pm with the presentation of
the Jim Walters Memorial Award

1.1,

for Info call the RAI UNE (406)924.6261
AAPID APATHY 1111611SIATORi ASSOCLATED
STUDENTS FUNDED
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A romantic
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r.

GET A LIFE.
Become a SJSU Orientation Leader!
Summer Employment
Salary
Resume Experience
Free Housing

ire

APPLY NOW!
Student Activities & Services
For More Information Call
924-5950
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Romancing on a student’s budget
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A romantic guide
to elaborate
weekend ventures

David MacLean
explores the AIDS
issue

Wayne’s World’
skit comes to the
big screen
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Monica Campbell, features editor
Jason Rothman, arts and entertainment etliim
Lynn Benson, production editor
Le.slie A. Salzmann, photo editor
Donna Brammer, chiefphotographer
Pad Deguchi, copy chief

CONTRIBUTING
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Brooke Shelby Biggs
Monica Campbell
Les Mahler
Christal Niederer
Brian Harr

Illustrator:

Today:
Valentine Invitational Exhibition and Silent Auction. An annual benefit for the San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art, 6:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. at 2 North Second St. Suite 100.
Campus: "Quarantine of the Mind,’ a solo theater performance by David
McClean, deals with subjects about AIDS. 6-7 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom. Admission js free.
"Sex Lies and You," a disc.ission about sex and relationships in the
’90s. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ. 8 p.m. in Engineering
189. Admission is free.
Art:

Margeret Herbert

CONTRIBUTING
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Shelia Dawkins
Scott Sady

Friday:
Amsterdam brings it’s hard rockin’ tunes to One Step Beyond. 400
Martin Ave, Santa Clara. Tickets are $8 in advance and $10 at the door.
Opening acts are: World’s Apart, Dirty Hairy FXI and Slam Nancy.

Concerts:

Marrio I. Sanchez

DIRECTORS:

Movies:

Michele Ball, advertising
Hanh Schnittgrund, art director
Greg Campbell, production manager

"Wayne’s World," stars Mike Myers as Wayne
Campbell and Dana Carvey as his sidekick Garth.
The "Saturday Night Live" skit comes to the big
screen, and tells of the misadventures of two headbanging awkward youths.
See review on page 8.

ARTISTS:
!hint, Schnittgrund

Saturday:
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES:

Dance:

Two different dance floors play modern, house and funk music at Club
Oasis, located at 200 North First St. at St. James, in San Jose. Doors
open at 8 p.m. 21 and over only.

Campus:

A Step Show will be performed as part of African Awareness Month.
Performance is in the Student Union Ballroom at begins 9:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

Comedy:

Comedians Chas Elstner, Barry Weintraub and Karen Anderson will
be performing at Rooster T. Feathers. Tickets are $10 at the door with a
two drink minimum. The club is located at 157 West El Camino Real in
Sunnyvale.

Mike Cho
Neeiam Patel
Traceye Shaw
Nader Sogliali
Ryan Case

Cover photo:

Photo illustration by Scott Sally,
Daily staffpliotograplier
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Television writers got
it wrong with couples
Sometimes I think I was born in the wrong body. From the outside,
I look OK, but on the inside, crushed by the weight of my false identity, there is a television scriptwriter struggling against hope to get out.
Through my short life, I have watched the shows that have served as
milestones for my generation. I have watched the shows I had to be
popular with the right crowd you remember how knowing the current dish on "Days of our Lives" was indispensable to one’s social
standing in home etc.
But something was always just a little off. Then, suddenly, it
dawned on me. The scriptwriters had some peculiar, skewed sense of
romance. The wrong people were always together. The matches made
in heaven went unwritten.
If I had my way, I would rewrite little-screen history. If I had my
way it would go like this:
GENERAL HOSPITAL
All right, so soaps aren’t the
place to look for fine writing and
consistent plots. But they seem
to have the romance market cornered.
What was that Luke and Laura thing in the early ’80s? First
we wanted them together. Then
not. Then we did. Then he died.
Then he came back to life. Blab,
blah, blab.
The only potential for real
fires on that show was Rick
Springfield, but he left to pursue
a music career. Oh, was that by Brooke Shelby Biggs
what that was? What ever happened to Jesse’s Girl? Now
THAT would have been gria drama.
ANYTHING BUT LOVE Same ol’ plot. Boy wants girl. Girl
wants boy. Suspense, suspense, suspense. Sexual tension. Goo-goo
eyes. Oh, gross.
Have they done it? Do we care? Anyway, Hanna is too strong and
too smart for a milquetoast like Marty Gold. His insecurity retained its
humor for about three episodes. Send him on down the river, Hanna,
and find a man with a brain and a healthy dose of self-esteem.
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Although this show has the same plot as
all the others, it works. But they’re pushing it.
It’s about time there was a show where the woman is the breadwinner, the man is the domestic. Tony Macelli is a man with feelings and a
sense of parenthood. Angela Bowers is a career woman with a brain,
even if she is a touch flaky.
But let’s not send them up to bed just yet. I think the real romantic
potential on this show lies with Samantha. How about Jonathan? Worth
exploring.
CHEERS Sam and Diane. Not He was an arrogant goofball, she
managed to be pompous and vacuous at the same time.
Rebecca and Sam? I think not. She has no personality. Collagen
implants in one’s lips do not a sex kitten make.
Norm and Carla. Now THERE’S a couple.
THIRTI’SOMETHING The first problem with this show was
that everyone was with the wrong person. Elliot and Nancy clashed
like pink with orange. Nancy shoulda gone to the great beyond for a
refresher.
Michael bitched constantly, and yet he had Hope at home caring for
two kids, keeping up the yuppie palace and writing part time for a
magazine. Of course, he somehow was still head of the household. Did
anyone ever see him sweep or cook?
She should have dumped him.
Ellyn abandoned her strong, independent-woman stance to many a
guy she barely knew. That’s when I knew the show was through.
But some shows got it right. Some of those couples belonged
together, and made one’s heart leap with each eagerly awaited episode.
THE BRADY BUNCH No, we’re not talking about the much
publicized romp shared by Carol and Greg off-screen.
I’m talking about Morn and Dad on -sum’. Carol and Mike. The
folks you wished made you your peanut butter and jelly sandwich each
morning. There was real romance to strive for. And a good example to
throw up to your own parents when they wouldn’t buy you that Big
Wheel you wanted.
UNDERDOG-- It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a FROG! Maybe I’m
prejudiced, but I molded my romantic attitudes an the beautiful relationship between the caped cur and Polly Purebred.
He was a real loser, always crashing into buildings on his way to
save the day. She was his knight in shining armor, saving his life and
the innocent bystander as well.
Sigh. We all must have our role models.

Tube Talk

’Unsolved Mysteries’ turns 100
explanation, arid occasional medical
miracles.
He may seem the Voice of
Doom, the Great Stone Face. But
off-screen, he actually is a funny,
witty guy who, should the whim
strike, probably could give the
young hopefuls of cable comedy
shows a good run for their funny.
Indeed, Stack, an Oscar-winner
in 1956 for a raging melodrama
called "Written on the Wind,"did a
well-received bit of silly a few years
ago in the loony movie, "Airplane."
He may do another movie comedy
soon.
But as a certified Hollywood veteran, he doesn’t want to talk about
new projects because "if something
falls through, someone always says,
’Hey, I saw that picture. You
weren’t in it"
Next Wednesday, Stack will don
his formal face again for a two-hour,
showing
of
100th -edition

HollyNEW YORK (AP)
wood is full of unsolved mysteries.
One is the secretary Robert Stack
met in a producer’s office. She
didn’t know he played Eliot Ness
years ago in "The Untouchables."
He loves to tell the story.
"She says, ’What’s your name?’
I say Stack. She says ’Stick?’ I say
no, Stack. Guy in the office says,
’Don’t you know who that is?
That’s Eliot Ness.’ She says, ’That
ain’t Ness. I seen the movie last
night"
That’s the Now Generation. But
Stack is not in the Then category,
even though he is 73, yes, 73, and
made his acting debut with Deanna
Durbin in a 1939 film musical,
"First Love."
He currently headlines NBC’s
high-rated "Unsolved Mysteries," a
solemn, stentorian -toned host who
outlines trite stories of crime most
foul, people who disappear without

"Unsolved Mysteries." The special
definitely is for the current ratings
"sweeps" period; it even includes
tales of UFOs sighted in Virginia
circa 1987-90.
The series is one of the pioneers
in TV’s current revival of "reality"
shows. Such go back to radio days,
with actors re-creating crimes, heroism by police, and events in a general category you might label Plumb
Amazing Stuff.
In addition to "Unsolved Mysteries," viewers now face ABC’s
new "FBI: The Untold Stories:"
CBSRescue 911," est. September
1989, and "America’s Most Wanted," begun nationally in April 1988.
(Fox’s "Cops." begun nationally
in March 1988, doesn’t use actors
or re -creations; its hag is video
verite views of constables on
patrol,)
NBC’s "Mysteries" began in
1987 as a series of seven specials.
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One can have a good time using a small amount of money. Not all Valentine’s Day gifts and activities have to be expensive.

Valentine’s Day on spare change
By Brian Harr
Daily staff writer

It’s Valentine’s Day morning, and a sudden
feeling of apprehension swells from within.
Whether a date has been male yet or not, one
thing’s for sure, money is scarce.
Problem: where does an SJSU student take
his or her date on Valentine’s Day when they
want to do something fun but are mapped for
cash? There is a remedy.
Moonlight picnics
A picnic under the stars would be romantic, but risky too, heemise all city, county and
state parks close at sundown. According to
officials at Alum Rock Park in San Jose, if
you get caught in the park after dark you can
get anything from a hand slap to a citation,
depending on the officer.
First alternative, have a picnic at the beach.
Bring food from home, and have a campfire.
No food at home, bring Togo’s.
One large sandwich, one soda, two straws.
The average price of a large sandwich at
Togo’s is $4.06.
A little campfire serenade possibly, roast
some marshmallows or make s’morcs
that’s romantic. Unless, of course ,there is a
convenient and romantic bus stop under a
street lamp. If the beach is too much of a hassle, and a bus slop doesn’t make fireworks go

oil, a picnic under the SIMI may not be possible.
The last alternative, for those financially
able to have parking permits, is to have a
moonlight vittles session on the top flocs of
one of the parking garages. Although, according to the University Police Department, due
to security reasons, the proposed roof op picnic would not he advisable.
Poetry
Nils Peterson of the San Jose State University Chandlers, will be reading "Love Poetry
Through the Ages" at 8 p.m. on Valentine’s
Day night. Located at La Petit Trianon, 72 N.
Fifth St. San Jose. The cost is $5.
If that is still a little sleep, do it yourself.
The Recycle Book Store is located at 138 E.
Santa Clara Stand is open from 10 am. to 9
p.m.. A used poetry book could cost from 75
cents up to $8 (half the cover price). Otherwise the Clark Library closes at 9 p.m..
Nightclubs
According to employees at the following
clubs/bars, there will be no cover charge and
live music on Valentine’s Day night. This list
contains only some of the clubs/bars that will

not be charging to get in on Valentine’s Day
night.
6 If you arrive at San Jose Live! before 8
p.m. there will be no cover charge, after 8
p.m. there will be a $5 cover. Punks, one of
Sat Jose Live’s! sub-bars, will host -The Real
Millionaires." Show up early and expect a
line, San Jose Live! is located in the Pavilion
Shopping Center downtown, 150 S. First St.,
San Jose.
’The Los Gatos Coffee Roasting Company will host "An Evening of Romantic Love
Songs," and will be performed by Katherine
Petrek, Warren Brown and Linda Jordan.
According to Linda Knock of the Coffee
Roasting Co., there will be a soprano and a
baritone. Located at 101 W. Main St., Los
Gatos.
Britannia Arms will feature Terry Sauastano, 1970s and 1980s British invasion and
pop music. Located at 5027 Almaden
Expressway, San Jose.
The San Jose Tied House will feature
Pianist Steve Craniecki. Located at 65 N. San
Pedro, San Jose.
The Wine Cellar will feature the jar/ of
Rick Yamashiro. Located in Old Town, 50
University Ave., Los Gatos.

The Garden City will feature Strings
Attached from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. then Marian
Mann and David Lario from 8 p.m. to I am..
Located at 360 S. Saratoga Ave., San Jose.
The Country Store Cafe will feature
Blues’d and Confused. Located at 14577 Big
Basin Way, Saratoga
Boswell’s will feature Go Man Go.
Located in the Pnmeyard on the corner of
Bascom and Campbell Ave., Campbell.
F/X The Club, Club Oasis and DB Cooper’s give students a break, although the only
one that will give student’s a break on Valentine’s Day night will be DB Cooper’s located
at 163W. Santa Clara, San Jose.
"You guys (students) come to us, show us
your student identification, and prove you’re
of age and you get a VIP card,"said Steve
Com of DB Coopers.
The VIP card allows the cardholder and a
guest to get in free any night there is a cover
charge.
The card will allow the guests to wait in
the VIP line, which Coan said, is a whole lot
shorter and goes considerably faster. DB
Cooper’s will honor VIP cards on Valentine’s
Day night and DB Cooper’s will feature DJ
Mateo Lee.
See DATES FOR CHANGE, Page 5
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Left: Heart frames in a card shop in the Pavilion.
Corporations have taken over Valentine’s Day as
seen by the rows of rasberry drops dipped in
chocolate (above).

Valentine’s Day wasn’t always corporate
By Christal Niederer
Daily staff writer

Valentine’s Day. A day for romance, heartfelt sentiment and forking over $75 for a
dozen roses.
Hundreds of years ago, valentines were
intricately handmade, and were sent as a serious proclamation of love, or even as a proposal of marriage.
Now all it takes is a pre-printed card and a
foil balloon to express affection.
"Business has zeroed in on it You buy a
valentine, you don’t make it anymore," said
sociology professor Meg Bowman.
St. Valentine was a Roman priest, a chaste
man who supposedly had no interest in
romance or matching couples. He was also
said to have epilepsy, and in some parts of
Germany, the disease was known as "Valentine’s sickness."
Yet he became the patron saint of lovers.
Valentine’s Day stems from the pagan fertility feast called Lupercalia. People played
erotic games, such as drawing names out of a
box and having sex with the person whose

name you drew, Bowman said. It was a sort of
sexual game of "spin-the-bottle," Bowman
said.
Lupercalia included a sacrifice of goats
and a dog. Two noblemen’s sons had their
foreheads stained with the bloody knife, and
others would wipe it off with a piece of wool
dipped in milk, after which they were required
to laugh.
They then ran through the streets in loincloths, hitting people with strips of skin from
the slain goats.
Women were especially eager to be hit,
believing that being struck with these special
skins would bring an easy pregnancy.
This festival was held on February 15.
St Valentine was executed on February 14
in the year 270.
He had been martyred outside the gates of
Rome, guilty of assisting persecuted Christians under the Roman Emperor Claudius II.
It is said he had the nerve to try to convert
the emperor to Christianity. Valentine was
ordered to be beaten with clubs and beheaded.
St. Valentine, however, is only a mythical
figure, according to Bowman.

When Christianity finally did overpower
the pagan religion, the early Christians substituted the names of Christian men to replace
those traditionally used in the pagan festivals.
Since the dates were nearly identical, St.
Valentine’s name replaced the Roman gods in
the Lupercalia festival.
The practice of having a lottery to choose
your valentine also persisted, but without the
sexual free-for-all. Whoever chose your name
would be your valentine for the year.
Valentine’s Day then evolved into its more
familiar form, a day when people would send
love notes and syrupy poems to the person
they were smitten with. They were often written on elaborate laced paper, or intricately
carved on wood or bone. Gloves or garters
were also a favorite gift. .
In the early 1800s, there was a rash of people sending not only romantic valentines, but
rudc ones as well.
Staff’s book states that in many cities a
rude or vulgar valentine would be sent, to an
enemy or sometimes the father of a plain girl,
and the recipient would be further insulted by
the fact they had to pay the postage.

Today, Valentine’s Day feeds off the concept of "romantic love," which Bowman s id
has three parts.
The first is the notion that there is only one
person in the world who is right for you. The
next is that you will instantly know that person when you see them.
"Your heart will go pitter-pat and there will
be a lot of heavy breathing," Bowman
explained. The last condition is that you’ll he
married and "live happily ever after."
She also said that the concept is madness
and totally unrealistic.
"You fall in love, have wonderful sex, stare
into each others eyes. You can’t keep your
hands off each other," Bowman said. But then
the magic starts to wear off. "He stans
scratching his stomach and belching, she gets
diarrhea" and you realize this person you idolized is just a real person.
But don’t tell shoppers in the mall who are
sifting through all the red, heart-shaped Valentine’s Day propaganda.
The retailers that sell flowers, jewelry, candy and lingerie are counting on them to buy
gifts.

Dates for change: Love on a student’s budget
Front Page 4

Restaurants
Original Joe’s - Enures from
$6.95 to $21.95, Italian and American food. Located at 301 S. First St.,
San Jose.
Britannia Aims - Entrees from
$4.50 to $8, American food. Located at 5027 Almaden Expressway,
San Jose.
Strings - Entrees from $5.95 to
$8.50, Italian food. Located in the
Prwieyard on the corner of Ba.scom
and Campbell Ave., Campbell.
Casa Castillo - Typical entree
$6, including drink. Mexican food.
Located at 200 S. First St.
Andale Taqueria - Typical
entree $6, including drink. Mexican
food. Located at 6 N. Santa Cruz
Ave., Los Gatos.
Grande Pizzeria and Italian
Restaurant - Average medium pizza
$9. Located at 150 E. San Carlos
St.., San Jose.

House of Pizza - Average
medium pizza from $11.20 to
$14.07. Located at 527 Almaden
A /e., San Jose.
Tony and Alba’s - Average
medium pizza, $13; they will have
heart shaped pizzas upon request,
and free flowers for your sweetheart.

Located at 3137 Stevens Creek
Blvd. corner of Winchester, San
Jose.
Have a burrito or a quesadilla at
Andale Taqueria, and while you’re
in Los Gatos, the Coffee Roasting
Co. and the Wine Cellar are both
within walking distance for some
live music.

Or go to the Pruneyard and catch
an earful of Go Man Go at
Boswell’s, then swing by String’s
for some pasta.Depending on the
amount of drinking one does at the
clubs/bars, both of the proposed
evenings will cost about $20 per
couple.

VIETNAMESE "TET" CULTURAL SHOW
CELEBRATING THE
YEAR OF THE MONKEY
’traditional & contemporary songs
’dances *folklore
comedy skits and more
Sat.. Feb. I 5th at 6:00 in the
Morris Daily Auditorium

CINEBARZo,40’
c.
et
A drinking person’s bar’
Only pool table
Downtown!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(Corner of 2nd)

iNttVGS
CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD TO CO

"$

Sponsored by the Vietnamese Student Assnclation

p

OPEN DAILY
- 9:00 PM

11:30

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine it
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Saco
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Some people like more expensive gifts for loved ones. I ruin wine to bed and breakfast places,here is a guide to love on the moderate to expensive scale.

Loving without worry of price
By Les Mahler
Daily ruff wnter

A dozen king stern roses, a bottle of 1988 Cabernet, and
chocolates in a heart shaped box are just some ways to express
love ma uaditional way.
But students are not necessarily limited to the mundane, or
to the inexpensive when it comes to love.
It’s easy to start with roses, wine and chocolate.
But if romance is truly in the heart, there are places to see
and things to do that could make a Romeo out of just about
anyone.
If noses are the sliming point, costs range from $30 to $65 a
dozen. Shopping around will be helpful, but so far, Lucky and
Safeway have the best prices in town. The Spartan Florist,
down by the SJSU’s bookstore, comes in with $30.
A word of warning, flowers need to be ordered early, not
on Valentines Day. Otherwise, expect either a empty vase, or
the worse of the litter.
Cambrian Florist, on South Bascom Avenue in Campbell,
will arrange a dozen long stem roses in vase for $55.00. At
other florists, expect to pay $65.00 for the same arrangement.
Thank Cupid that wine does not fluctuate with every holiday, or special occasion.
Wine is equated with romance; the candlelight, the elegant
dinner, the soft music and the starry-eyed stares.
For Valentine’s Day, a good wine would be a Cabernet
Sauvignon, vintage 1987, according to Annette BaliT10, assistant tasting room manager at J. Lohr Wineries.

A Chardonnay, Gamay, or White Zinfandel are also excellent ways to sway the heart into love, Bonino said.
She does suggest complying with the rule of thumb that
white wines good with fish or poultry, while reds are best with
darker meats, such as beef.
"But it’s really a matter of personal preference," Bonin
said.
Price for wines, either Gamay, Cabernet or Chardonnay are
in the $7.75 price range. The White Zinfandel can begin at $6.
Red wines, such as the Gamay, or Cabemet should be
served at room temperature, while the white wines are best
served chilled.
Chocolate in heart shaped boxes are priced by weight, and
sometime design.
At See’s Candies, a one pound standard box of chocolates
is $11.25, or if the heart is to be wrapped in velvet, it’s $12.90.
For the two pound fancy box, wrapped in velvet, the cost is
$25.00
At Schura’s Candy Factory, an assortment of chocolates in
a heart shaped box, without the fancy trimmings, is $9.50 per
half a pound box.
If flowers, candy and candlelight are not enough, a romantic get away can be planned at several bed and breakfast inns.
Start with a drive along the California coastline, or perhaps
into the wine country.
Again, some soft music to make the trip pleasant, is always
a good way to start this escapade into love.
If the trip is into the wine country, make sure to stop at
some of the quaint wineries along the way. After all, that’s the
intent of going through this paradise of California.

In Yountville, a few romantic settings to escape to are
Domaine Chandon, Cosentino, De Moor or Silver Oak.
In passing through Oakville, take a brief stop at Robert
Mondavi, Sequoia Grove, or Girard wineries.
The best part of a trip through the wine country is that each
stop allows you to fall in love all over again. With grape vine
covered arbors; rustic, charming buildings and the warmth of
the wine and food. Touring the wine country is a prelude to
true romance.
A nice final destination are the turn-of-the-century Victorian houses, completely redone, set in the rolling hills of Napa,
Sonoma or Mendocino counties.
Bed and breakfast inns are designed to comfort the guest,
offering a home-like atmosphere, sometimes without the
amenities of 1992 no television, phones, VCRs, or
microwave ovens.
The idea is to get away from it all, without traveling to the
ends of the earth, or spending a month’s pay.
But prices can sometimes be steep for the average student.
That’s not to say that there aren’t reasonable bed and breakfast
inns out there.
Most bed and breakfast inns do require a minimum two day
stay, usually Friday and Saturday night, with a departure date
on Sunday.
Also, with bed and breakfast inns prices will vary.
Sunrise Bed and Breakfast, which is located in Santa Rosa,
begins at $75 and goes up to $95 per couple.
The Camellia Inn, which provides whirlpool tubs and gas
fireplaces in some rooms, starts at $65 to $115 per couple. The
See LOVING, Page 8
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uarantine here

’I think my
show is more
aimed at the
heterosexual
community.
They are in a
beginning
phase now
that the gay
community
went through
years ago’

‘Now you have
a president
who sits down
to tea and
finger food
with Magic
Johnson and
he thinks he’s
addressed the
issues’
Publicity pluao

David MacLean’s one-man show "Quarantine of the Mind" explores issues about AIDS

One-man show closes Quilt ceremony
By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff wnter

He may switch personas more frequently in a single show
than most people change their socks in a week, but the one
role David MacLean refuses to play is martyr.
His one-man show, "Quarantine of the Mind," is coming to
SJSU tonight in conjunction with the NAMES Project Memorial AIDS Quilt, and he hopes to open some eyes, hearts and
closets as he explores the issue of gay sexuality in the age of
AIDS.
But don’t expect this to be a doomsday death-march kind
of experience. Expect to chuckle while you think.
"The show utilizes a lot of humor. I find humor io be a
buffering zone against a lot of pain and tragedy," MacLean
said.
He calls the show "a combination of theater and performance an," in which he assumes the roles of various men
caught up in the real-life drama of AIDS. He says the inspiration for his characters cornea primarily from MacLean’s own
experience, but draws upon the lives of friends, as well.
The show has been on tour for more than two years, and is
entering its final phase, while MacLean aims to start new theater projects.
The Canadian artist is very careful about how his show is
perceived. Call him pretentious and make a new enemy.
"My show doesn’t speak to the whole of gay experience. I
don’t speak for all gay ismple. People in ACT-UP (a directaction gay-rights group) may think its a little reticent, not
angry enough," MacLean said.
’But there are all kinds of people out there dealing with
this disease in their own way. There’s one character in the
show who says, ’How can I be an activist when I haven’t even
mourned yet?"
It must speak to the lingering imperative of the AIDS crisis
that MacLean still finds his performance emotionally draining.
"You would think it would get easier, but I find it more and
more difficult. I get very much into the emotional realm of the
characters," MacLean said.
And since so many of those characters are facets of
MacLean’s own past, he relives the more traumatic moments
of his life every time.

"It’s all about the dance of denial. But I remember as a
young gay person corning to terms with my own sexuality, and
having no images to refer to. I want to add to the on -going
image making for others in our community," he said.
MacLean’s tour has brought him to halls large and small,
audiences straight and gay. But he says he finds smaller venues
and universities the most receptive.
"College students are at a point in their lives where they are
exploring these issues. And I think my show is more aimed at
the heterosexual community. They are in a beginning phase
now that the gay community went through years ago," he said.
So, while he maintains the show as a personal exploration,
he won’t deny that it must also be a political statement
"The gay community has a lot to offer in what they’ve
learned. They got much of their tactics from the feminist
movement of the 1970s. It’s about bridge building," MacLean
said.
While response from audiences and critics have been mostly positive, MacLean is of the mind that his show is as much
for himself as others. Negative response only stings when he
knows it sterns from his own failings.
Take, for example, his reception in Boston, where a critic
panned his show.
"I forgot the issues were about human experience, so I gave
the Reader’s Digest version of my show. And I got called on it
"Now I know you can’t play with people’s lives and people’s emotions if you’re not willing to go to that place yourself," MacLean said.
Now he feeLs he owes it both to himself and his audience to
give it his all every time, no matter how draining.
"I wonder sometimes if it’s community work or high art, or
even if it’s that important. But as the cliche goes, if you reach
one or two people It wouldn’t be a cliche if it weren’t true,"
he said.
And those one or two people may somehow be inspired to
explore their own lives, and then MacLean’s purpose will be
fulfilled.
"We all have our own stones, but we are always the first to
say our experience isn’t as valid as the person standing next to
Yet while MacLean breaks down personal walls for himself
and his audience, he still finds those barriers in the outside

world overwhelming, especially as a Canadian in the United
States.
"I know as a gay artist, I can get funding to do something
like ’Qtrarantine.’ I mean, 99.9 percent of my work is on gay
issues, and I’m amazed at the support I get In Canada, there is
an ideal of the artist as an autonomous free-agent," MacLean
said.
But he finds Amencan attitudes oppressive, especially
when it comes to the National Endowment for the Arts, which
in 1990 limited it’s grants to artists with "morally acceptable"
work.
"It’s like in Nazi Germany when you had all these great
artists, but they were all doing what they were told. With the
NEA (policy), the alarm bells should have sounded," he said.
Suddenly, slipping into a fey persona, he quips, -Gawd, I
sound like an activist, but really I’m not"
Don’t buy it
"I’m glad I’m not an American, or I’d be in jail. I’d probably even miss ’Entertainment Tonight’ just to go down to
Washington and chain myself to the Capitol gates," he added.
"First you had a president who never said the word AIDS.
Now you have a president who sits down to tea and finger food
with Magic Johnson and thinks he’s addressed the issues."
And since MacLean himself won’t corral his show into a
category, he hopes his audience will search for what it all
means to them. He doesn’t aim to be all things to all people,
but will allow himself to be something for everyone.
The angry activist, the curious straight person, the confused
gay person, the frightened straight or gay person can all find a
piece of the show to call their own.
"Quarantine of the Mind" will be performed at 6 p.m.
in the Student Union Ballroom following the closing
ceremonies of the AIDS Quilt. Admission is free
It will also be performed Friday at the Works in San Jose.
Showtime is 9 p.m. $3 for members and $4-$10 for nonmembers. 260 East Jackson St.
For more information call
(408) 295-8378
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Party on with ‘Wayne’s World’
By Monica Campbell
Daily features editor

In the tradition of the MacKenzie Brothers in "Strange Brew" and
Bill and Ted in "Bill and Ted’s
Excellent Adventures," comes
Wayne and Garth in "Wayne’s
Wald."
No way, you say? Yes, waaaay.
"Wayne’s World," directed by
Penelope Spheais and produced by
Lome Michaels, is based on the
popular "Saturday Night Live" skit
and stars SM. cast members Mike
Myers as Wayne Campbell and
Dana Carvey as Garth Alger.
Wayne and Garth are two fun loving, head-banging teenagers who
gain fame by hosting a late-night
cable show from Wayne’s basement
in Aurora, Illinois.
Thier show consists of the two
adolescents spewing about their
favorite topics, which mostly concern hard -rock music idols, and
salutes to people such as "the Guess
model babe," (also known as Claudia Schleifer).
The plot is simple the lives
and personality traits of the two
awkward youths are spectacled
through a siring of misadventures,
both on and off the set of their cable
show.
Mike Myers, who has stared in
various other SM. skits, portrays
Wayne Campbell in an absolutely
hilarious fashion.
Donning a tight, black T-shirt
and ripped jeans, Wayne boasts of
his "famous name-tags and hair-nets
collection." Ile is the leader of the
film with his
original one-liners and devilish
smirk.
Dana Carvey, creator of
SNL characters
such as the
"Church Lady"
and "Hans" the
bodybuilder, is a
comical delight
sidekick
as
Garth.
With his timid, paranoid manna,
Garth is a lovable loser with disgust -
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Wayne,left, played by Mike Myers, and Garth, right, played by Dana Carvey have a jam session to introduce their talk show
ing habits such as sucking the jelly
from his jelly donut with a straw.
Garth, who
constantly bites at
his lower lip, is
infatuated with
Dreamwoman, a
vivacious donut
shop employee
played by Donna
When
Dixon.
(larth
sees
Dreamwoman.
he
doci
is thrown into a
love -fantasy
dream -world set
to the tune of "Dream Weaver" perfilmed by (iary Wright
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Wayne and Garth are ludicrous
together and are successful in orating a cult-comedy’s dream team.
The first hour of the movie is
stocked with original puns and
memorable parodies, ranging from a
spoof on "Laverne and Shirley" to a
skit mocking "Terminator II."
The movie weakens occasionally
when attention is placed on the supporting cast this weakening
occurs heavily in the last 30 minutes.
’Fla Carrier plays Cassandra, the
Cantonese rocker-girl who steals
Wayne’s heart. Cassandra grows old
quickly with her foul -mouth, poured
on mini-dresses, and shallow per
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The t’amellia Inn is located in
the I laddshurg.
On the California constline, up
in Mendocino County, the Albion
River Inn, provides the ruffles of
modern romance set along the
rugged shores of Northern California.
Each cottage is set apart from
each other and hugs the sea cliffs
with only a few feet to spare.
Inside, cottages come either
with a fireplace or Jacuzzi.
Prices vary from $95 to $190
per night. Breakfast is included.
At night, when the fog rolls in
from the ocean helms’, the sound

sociality. Scenes featuring Cassandra for his portrayal of Jack Ruby in
"JFK," and various SNL cast mansimply drag.
Rob Lowe plays Benjamin Oliv- bers,
The soundtrack for "Wayne’s
er, the greedy television executive
who tries to deceive Wayne and World" is extraordinarily diverse
Garth with his false promises of including songs such as "Bohemian
fame.
Rhapsody" by Queen, "Loving your
Lowe plays the exact same slimy Lovin by Eric Clapton and "Sikcharacter as he did in his last movie milcanico" by the Red Hot Chile
titled "The Dark Backwards," star- Peppers.
"Wayne’s World" is a dark consring Judd Nelson.
Some advice for Lowe: Stop edy with a serious message and
portraying the same predictable should receive many Academy
roles and stretch out a bit you Awards this year..NOT!
Actually, if consistent quick
have more potential.
Cameo appearances are made by laughs are needed for about an hour,
many random actors such as Meat- "Wayne’s World" is an excellent
loaf, Brian Doyle-Murray, known choice.

of the lonely buoy tolling in the
vast Pacific Ocean creates a
somber, deep, thought provoking
moment.
With a lover, nothing is more
rea.ssuring and romantic.
If such accommodations are
too rich, perhaps tickets to a
upcoming Broadway production
in San Francisco, will fill the hill.
An evening at the theater, to
watch an Acr performance, or the
current production of "Grand
Hotel", capped off with a stroll
through Fisherman’s Wharf, could
be quite romantic as the fog amps
through the Goklen Gate Bridge.

Even a moonlit walk across the
Golden Gate Bridge, with a full
moon above and the lights of San
Francisco sparkling on the bay, is a
creation and expression of love.
Of course, an evening at home,
with the lights down low, soft
music and the warmth of the fireplace, could be the perfect end to a
beautiful Valentine’s Day.
It’s whatever the mood calls
for: flowers, wine, music, soft
lights, bed and breakfast inns, or a
simple evening.
Whatever the calling, it’s
what’s in the heart and how it
comes across in expressions that
really count.

LOS ANGELES (AP) _ Guns
N’ Roses keyboardist Darren A.
"Dizzy" Reed was named Tuesday
in a paternity suit that claims he
fathered a girl.
The Superior Court lawsuit asks
that Reed be declared the natural
father of Angela M. Parker’s 16month -old daughter, Morgan
Alexandria.
fhe 24 -year-old West Hollywood woman, who is single, wants
Reed to pay $5,000 a month in
child support, provide medical
insurance and pay half the child’s
doctor bills.
She seeks sole custody of the
girl. although Reed would have visitation rights.

"Management hasn’t seen any
papers and Dizzy hasn’t seen any
papers, so we can’t comment," said
Bryn Bridenthal, a spokeswoman
for Guns N’ Roses.
Parker, a secretary, said she cannot meet day-care and other expenses since Reed stopped support last
fall after making five $250 monthly
payments.
Kelly will ask the court to
require a DNA test to establish
paternity if Reed denies he is the
father, Kelly said.
Guns N’ Roses’ latest albums
are "Use Your Illusion" and "Use
Your Illusion II." "Morgan" is
among those thanked in album liner
notes.

